Human V5 demonstrated by magnetoencephalography using random dot kinematograms of different coherence levels.
To investigate the cortical mechanisms for motion perception in human V5, we measured visual evoked magnetic fields in response to random dot kinematograms (RDKs) of three different coherence levels (50, 70 and 100%) using a 122-channel whole-head magnetometer. As the coherence level increased, the peak amplitude measured by the root mean square (RMS) of the local response increased significantly (7.4+/-1.0, 9.5+/-1.5 and 15.5+/-3.2 fT/cm on the right, 6.4+/-0.3, 7.8+/-0.7 and 12.5+/-0.9 fT/cm on the left; for the coherence level of 50, 70 and 100%, respectively). There was no significant difference between the hemispheres. As for the peak latency, there was no significant difference in terms of coherence levels or hemispheres. The response was localized posterior to the junction of the ascending limb of the inferior temporal and lateral occipital sulci (human V5). These findings indicate that processing of global motion in terms of the synchronized portion correlates well with the response amplitude but not with its latency. Thus, we could estimate the magnetic responses of human V5 non-invasively by presenting different coherence levels of the visual motion stimuli. Hemispheric laterality was recognized, although the dominant side varied among subjects.